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Preface

Research on labor in Africa by international organizations, national governments, businessmen, labor organizations, economic analysts, and others is expanding in step with enlarged general interest in that continent. This bibliography was prepared to assist in such research.

The bibliography covers mainly references published between 1960 and 1965. A few sources predating 1960 are included because they are exceptionally useful or because more recent information does not appear to have been published. Even within the scope described, however, the listing is not definitive. From among the pertinent publications examined, or noted in bibliographical guides, only those which appeared to be of likely use to researchers are included. Others, although not concerned exclusively with Africa, are included because they contain either (1) chapters or sections on African labor or (2) background information, mainly on African economics, which is essential for research on African labor.

References, arranged alphabetically by country and by author, are classified under five broad topics. A source which pertains to more than one section is listed only under the section to which a major portion of it relates. The United Arab Republic and the smaller countries and islands are excluded.

The bibliography was prepared by Marie J. LeClair, in the Bureau's Division of Foreign Labor Conditions, William C. Shelton, Chief. Lester N. Trachtman, of the Bureau of International Labor Affairs, participated in the initial stages of the compilation.
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